Call for Digital Media Graduate Interns

The Society for Visual Anthropology seeks two (2) Graduate Media Interns to help the Board and Executive committee manage, create, and distribute content on the SVA website and social media sources. Digital Media (DM) includes SVA platforms on the web (SVA website, AAA website), social media (FB, Instagram, Twitter, etc.), and digital utilities updating (Vimeo, Zoom, G suite, Hootsuite, Mailchimp, Dropbox).

SVA strives to be on the forefront of the creation, distribution, and archiving of multimodal anthropology as it appears in research, instruction, and publication. Graduate Student Interns will play a vital role in developing SVA’s digital presence and maintaining it across all platforms.

Students will serve for at least one year (calendar) with the possibility of renewal for up to three and will be expected to work 75 hours per calendar year. A Stipend of $1500 per year will be provided for their assistance, in addition to mentorship and professional development opportunities.

Duties of the Graduate Media Interns will include (but not limited to):

- Weekly survey of SVA digital media sites removing out-of-date content, and editing current content
- Solicit Board Members and SVA leadership for content to publish in DM.
- Assist with technical administration of Zoom conferences and events
- Co-create content for SVA activities and events
- Solicit and edit images for SVA content across all platform
- Account maintenance and clean up
- Monitor/track social media engagements and identify areas of opportunity
- Fulfill ongoing and new project initiatives

To begin immediately.

Send inquiries and application materials (CV and letter of interest) to:

    Jerome Crowder (President)  mailto:societyforvisualanthroprez@gmail.com
    Ashley Stinnett: (President elect)  ashley.stinnett@wku.edu